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0 of 0 review helpful Interesting book about whiteness in Detroit By P Kim Nice book about whiteness in Detroit 
Memory is fading but I found the book interesting 0 of 0 review helpful interesting perspective By Customer I 
especially enjoyed this book because I used to live in one of the areas mentioned It gives insight into peoples thoughts 
and ideas Racial Situations challenges perspectives on race that rely upon oft repeated claims that race is culturally 
constructed and hence simply false and distorting John Hartigan asserts instead that we need to explain how race is 
experienced by people as a daily reality His starting point is the lives of white people in Detroit As a distinct minority 
whites in this city can rarely assume they are racially unmarked and normative privileges generally ass Hartigan is a 
good storyteller and a clear analyst of how local residents black and white make sense of race as it affects their lives 
and their sometimes desperate attempts to make do in this impoverished bit of the city By asking us to see ra 
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